ma music
(SONGWRITING/ SOUND / PRODUCTION / INDUSTRIES / bUILD YOUR OWN)
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PROFESSIONALISE YOUR ART IN THIS UNIQUE MASTERS PROGRAMME
Learn from industry professionals through intensive creative projects and live professional projects. Scotland’s
only MA Music framework course is now delivered in the heart of Rome, Italy. The MA Music framework will
appeal to graduates from a range of music /music industry disciplines as well as professional musicians, music
producers and entrepreneurs. It has a strong focus on live projects with the expectation that you will be developing your professional career alongside your studies.

ABOUT THE COURSE
The course provides an exciting, transformative creative environment for the development of a range of skills
across the main areas of the music industries. It provides a focus for the generation, completion and release of
new music performances, production projects, entrepreneurial projects and inter-disciplinary working. You will
have the opportunity to explore your creative identity through a series of structured collaborative projects
interwoven with individual music and music industry briefs. You will receive a high level of individually focused
tutor feedback, including input from renowned industry practitioners. The course provides a broad range of
demanding content, strongly reflective of the creative industries; the contemporary creative practitioner is
considered with content around intellectual property, publishing and marketing/distribution networks. There is
strong academic focus with opportunities to conduct research and analysis, undertake critical reflection and
develop a major creative project alongside an industry internship in the heart of Rome.

PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE
The modules within the MA Music Framework are strongly practical in focus. You will work independently (with
tutor support) in responding to a series of exciting creative assignments. Taught classes focus on critical analysis
of musical creativity, creative practice as research and important aspects of the global music industries. The MA
Music Framework (Songwriting, Sound Production, Industries) presents a mixture of title-specific modules and
shared modules wherein collaborative practice mirrors that of the music industries themselves. You will work
through the first two trimesters in building towards a major self-directed creative project that will form the basis
of the final Masters submission. Three bespoke titles are illustrated in the following tables; it is also possible to
build your own MA Music title by choosing across the range of modules. Your course leader can advise you on
this.

TRIMESTER ONE MODULES
Songwriting Workshop: A series of intensive collaborative songwriting workshops over six full days. You will
complete at least one full song each day with tutor input and peer critique.
Soundscapes: A series of intensive production based workshops consisting of production sessions supplemented by lectures and master classes delivered by industry professionals and artists and professionals and artists
and considering the relationship between sound and music.
Analysing Creativity: A series of lectures exploring historical and contemporary approaches to creativity
studies and a range of methodologies used in the field. You will lead a seminar session and present your own
creative analysis.
Professional Music Brief: You will work independently in response to a professionally focused assignment set
by tutors and industry partners either in the field of songwriting, sound production or business.
Music, Film & Sound Aesthetics: A series of studio workshops will support you in developing a new soundtrack
for a short film including music, song, for a short film including music, song, speech and foley eects.
Global Music Industries: Creative Economy: This module explores the nature and structure of the contemporary
global music industries examining the dual trends of conglomeration and fragmentation, and the contribution
music makes to the global creative economies.
Social Media: Manipulation & Impact: You will manage the distinctive promotion of a product, event or cause,
using a selection of online social networking tools supported by a series of lectures and workshops.
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On completion of Trimester One you will have the opportunity to proceed to the next level of the MA Music
Framework or exit with an award of Postgraduate Certificate Music (Songwriting), (Sound Production) or (Industries)

TRIMESTER TWO MODULES:
Creative Skills 2: A series of opt-in workshops on aspects of songwriting, sound production
and creative entrepreneurship will support you in identifying a specific range of skills to be
developed through a self-directedproject. The module is strongly focused on the extension of
creative and professional-level skills..
Collaborative Project: Students with divergent backgrounds and skill sets will come together
in small creative teams to develop and produce a collaborative project in which a range of
ideas, experience and technologies converge, all within a matrix of interactivity, strongly
mirroring the creative industries.
Research: Critical Development: (Primarily for those students intending to taking the Masters
Creative Project) You will engage with the key ideas and debates relating to creative practice
research. This module builds a strong critical framework for the major creative project while
providing clear grounding for students at postgraduate level in understanding key skills and
the critical debates around the relationship between research and creative practice.
Research Methods: (Primarily for those students intending to take the Masters Dissertation)
You will learn about a range of quantitative and qualitative research methods, including the
main techniques associated with the analysis and interrogation of data generated using qualitative and quantitative approaches, building a range of critical academic skills towards the
Masters dissertation.

TRIMESTER TWO TABLE
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On completion of Trimester Two you will
have the opportunity to proceed to the
next level of the MA Music Framework
or exit with an award of Postgraduate
Diploma Music (Songwriting),
(Sound Production) or (Industries)

 



Masters Creative Project: This 60-credit module gives you the opportunity to execute a major creative project in the fields of
songwriting / performance, sound production or creative entrepreneurship. The project may take the form of an album of
songs, a series of performances, a collection of sound works or productions, a project focused on creative business or entrepreneurship or any form suited to the appropriate expression of professional-level creative outputs. The creative work will be
strongly underpinned by research and supported by a 5,000-word contextualisation. It is expected that you will also develop
a professional dissemination plan.
Masters Dissertation: The 60-credit 15,000-word dissertation gives you th opportunity to determine, under the guidance of
a supervisor, the content and focus of a major part of your study. You will design and carry out an extended piece of written
research focused around a research question, which provides the grounding for the study, engaging with research methodology, to develop skills in data collection and analysis, and results in a deeper and more extensive understanding of a specific
topic.
Professional Work Placement: This module offers you the opportunity to gain 60-credits for an extended professional internship, work placement or specific work-related project within the creative music industries. The module can be taken over an
extended period alongside the other modules on the MA Music Framework.



 











    

    

  

    

    

    

              
                 


Entry to the MA is open to Honours graduates (minimum 2:2). Students possessing an Ordinary degree (with a mark average
of 50%) can apply to enrol on the Postgraduate Diploma (Trimester One & Two) and, on successful completion, transfer to
the
MA course. Applicants with relevant equivalent qualifications and/or professional experience will also be considered. Other
deliveries of the programme are scheduled to take place at UWS London Campus.

 
Past graduates are actively engaged in recording and touring careers, writing and producing for other artists, developing and
managing largescale research/knowledge exchange projects and teaching/supervising at school, undergraduate and MA
level. The course also provides a clear range of high-level transferable skills in the areas of research, communication and
personal development planning. Graduates are accomplished, reflective arts practitioners with a set of strongly focussed
creative tools and the ability to thrive autonomously in a range of professional contexts.

DURATION
Full-time: 12–16 months

CAMPUS
MAST Music Academy Bari

CONTACT
Programme Coordinator (Italy)
Antonio Boezio
a.boezio@uwsmusicitaly.com
080 557 65 99
Programme Leader (Scotland)
Dr Holly Tessler
Holly.tessler@uws.ac.uk
01292 886000
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